SKILL IN HANDWEAVING

One can learn the theory of weaving from books, or even by correspondence and become quite an expert in this line. But it is not so easy to become a skilled craftsman in the same way. The practical side of weaving is composed of so many elements besides the personal factors of the weaver that it is rather difficult to discuss the whole problem on paper. However this is exactly what we shall try to do.

First of all let us give a definition of skill. It is an ability to perform different weaving operations with a minimum of effort. This implies speed in certain cases, but is not speed only. Anybody can increase the efficiency of his work by increasing the effort, but a skillful worker will have a higher than average speed with a lower than average effort. This is of course on the understanding that the quality of the finished work will be the same in each case. What actually happens is that the work performed at higher speed is of a better quality than the one done more slowly.

There are three reasons why high degree of skill is desirable in our work:

First, that the amount of satisfaction one can get out of a trade or hobby depends entirely on one's confidence in his own resources. One must be aware of his own skill to enjoy work, which otherwise becomes a source of frustration.

The second reason is that the quality of work, as we stated above, depends on skill, and cannot be duplicated by slow and deliberate processes. Good fabric must be woven at a certain speed.

The third reason is that many hand weavers sell their weaving. Here the importance of efficiency in weaving is obvious. The labour is the most important item in figuring out prices for woven articles. It is seldom less than 40% of the wholesale price. Consequently the faster the weaving, the less time wasted in preparing the warp and setting up the loom, the more reasonable will be our prices, and the more chance we shall have to sell our products. But here the speed cannot be achieved by an increase in effort, or we could not maintain the speed for any length of time - the skill is the only answer.

Then how to acquire this skill?

There is such a thing as an inborn ability to work fast without getting tired, and there is an inborn or acquired inability to do so. We cannot deal here with this side of the problem - it belongs rather to the field of psychiatry. But given an average ability to work, and dexterity, there is still a lot to learn from other weavers' experience and from one's own mistakes.

We shall follow now all weaving operations from the beginning to the end, and at each stage point out the most common sources of wasting time and energy, as well as the proper techniques.

Planning. A warp should be as long as possible - short warps mean loss of time and of the yarn. This can be done in several ways: avoid small orders, or when accepting one make at the same time more articles on the same warp to be kept in stock, or group several small projects on one warp.

Avoid weaving with too many shuttles. Whenever possible "turn" the draft so that the colours or different yarns are in the warp.
For instance if we have to weave rather a long piece in Summer-and-Winter, it will be more reasonable to spend more time on warping and setting up the loom, then to weave with two shuttles all the time. After turning, the draft will require 6 frames, and the yarns in the warp, but only 4 treadles, and only one shuttle.

The tie-up should be always made so that the foot work alternately (see "Logic of Tie-Ups", "W.7"). Avoid all techniques for which you have no proper equipment; do not use unbalanced tie-ups on c.b. looms without shed regulator, do not try cross weaves (lame) on jack-type looms, pile weaves with loops in weft, etc. And in connection with this - avoid pick-up of any kind. Use more heddle-frames, or a pattern harness ("W.7"). The only case when pick-up is justified is free weaving, tapestries etc.

Selection of yarns. Efficient weaving is hardly possible with unsuitable yarns. We may occasionally take pride in weaving with poor quality and consequently difficult yarns, but making it a habit is a great mistake. The warp ends should not break during weaving. If they keep doing so, and if neither the loom nor the weaver are responsible, the yarn should be rejected - it may be still good for weft. The yarn for weft on the other hand should not make loops either at the edges or anywhere else - this usually indicates too hard a twist. In some cases the yarn is too springy and may be softened (see "How not to weave linen", "W.1").

Warping equipment. Probably nothing is more frustrating for a beginner as well as for an experienced weaver - than poor equipment, and unfortunately poor equipment is rather rule than exception in hand weaving. In warping we may have a choice of either a warping frame, a horizontal warping reel, and a warping mill. The first for short warps, the other two for longer ones.

A good warping frame should be strong and permanently fixed to the wall, if possible - in front of the loom. It should not be very large; it is worthless if the weaver has to walk to reach both sides of the frame. The spaces between the pegs must be wide enough for a hand to pass freely. There should be two sets of pegs for making the crosses - one at each end.

A warping reel is very useful for longer warps provided that it is a horizontal one, or at least that it can be easily converted from vertical into horizontal. It should be very strong, since it is subjected to very high stresses.

Warping mill of the type described in the 8th and 9th issue of "W." is the best of all. Not only it takes a very good warp in a very short time, but the beaming is done directly from the mill without any helper.

Sectional warping in most cases is completely unsatisfactory, regardless of the equipment used. The two exceptions are: very long warps, and warps with many colours used irregularly, or in long repeats. Otherwise if the weaver cannot find a helper for beaming, the warping mill is a much better solution.

Warping and Beamimg. To illustrate how much time can be wasted in these two operations we may quote from "Illustrator's Shuttle craft Book", where she writes that with some weavers, making a warp takes several days with the help of at least two other persons. It is not an exaggeration, there are weavers not only here but even in Scandinavia who do their warping and beamimg in such a wasteful way. Actually it takes less than one hour to make a small warp, and to beam it (300 ends, 15 yds). It will take several times as long
with sectional equipment if the winding of bobbins is counted, and
still longer with a vertical warping reel.

In our opinion the following methods of warping are the most
economical.

1. Warping Frame. Warp from two tubes or cones. Make a cross
at each end—it is not necessary to cross singly. Or warp from more
than two tubes using a paddle to get single cross at one end of the
warp. Use very little tension in warping. When the warp is finished
pass the lease rods through one of the crosses (if one is crossed
singly and the other in groups of ends, use the second one). The
lease rods should be tied together permanently on one end. After the
rods are inserted in the cross the free ends are tied too, thus
securing the lease.

Now we measure the length of warp necessary for the lease-
rods to reach the back of the loom, and tie the rest to the warping
frame. Then the portion of warp from the lease rods to the tie on
the frame is slid off the pegs, and the lease rods tied to the loom
frame between the slubstock and the harness. The latter should be
lowered previously, or in case of a narrow warp it may remain in
place with the heddles pushed as far away from the center as possible.

When the lease rods are in place we fasten the raddle on
the slubstock (use open raddle, never a reed), spread the warp, and
lace it to the eyeen either directly or over an additional steel
rod. Now we remove the lease rods from the first cross, beam the
warp with a helper, and insert the lease rods into the second cross.
Use paper to separate the layers of warp when beaming. The best is
either building paper, or warping paper on a roll.

2. Warping reel. Make the warp very carefully without piling
the ends, and with very little tension. Again either 2 tubes or
a larger number with a paddle can be used. Eight is a very good
number. Then place the reel in front of the loom, and beam exactly
as in case of warping frame. Never chain the warp. Each stage of
beaming should be done without combing the warp—it is not necessary
if the warp was properly made.

3. Warping mill. We described the warping and beaming methods
in 6th and 9th H.W.

In all three methods we can warp either from 2 or from a
larger number of tubes or cones. Since making of single crosses at
one end of the warp takes time, and since this time is the same for
4, 6 or 8 tubes, it is advisable to use the largest possible number
of ends warped at the same time. However if we have for instance only
4 tubes, it won't pay to re-wind them on smaller ones to get 6 in all
— the time gained in warping will be lost in winding. When we have 6
tubes of yarn we use all eight, but if we have less than that, we warp
from only two at a time, without making single crosses.

The tension during beaming is not very important if we use
heavy paper to separate the layers of warp. It can be always increased
after the warp is threaded and tied-in, simply by turning the warp
beam until the desired tension is reached.

Threading. It seems that there is not much difference in
speed between many methods of threading and slaying. This depends
much more on the weaver, than on the method. Some weavers achieve
remarkable results. The average for both operations together should
be somewhere around 400 ends per hour, but it depends a lot from the
draft and the number of frames.
Where many weaver waste time is not the threading itself but the correcting of mistakes, particularly rethreading of a part of the warp. This can be avoided completely by the following method.

First of all we do the threading and sleying at the same time, with a slightly longer hook than usual, and without helper. The best posture for this method is to sit sideways quite close to the frame, actually leaning on them with the left arm over and selecting the ends from the cross, when the right hand pulls the hook.

Before the threading we prepare a paper tape about ½ wide, and place it on the batten so that it touches the reed with its upper edge. It can be glued or pinned to the batten. On this tape we mark with a pencil all the repeats of the draft, making the marks right opposite the edges of the reed. For instance if we thread a 10 x 10 huckabuck, and the sleying is 2 per dent, the distance between two marks is 5 dents. If the repeats are very long it is better to subdivide them, marking the subdivisions both on the tape, and on the threading draft. When during threading we come to the end of a repeat, the threading should coincide with the mark on the tape. If it does, there is no need to check — the probability of making two mistakes in the same repeat: one in threading and the other in sleying so that they would cancel each other is negligible, and even then the re-threading would not be necessary. Then however the mark does not correspond to the end of the draft, we have to check — but only the last repeat. Thus we have eliminated two operations (one of separate sleying, and one of checking), and we can be quite sure that no matter what mistakes we made, we won't have to re-thread the loom.

Tying-in. Many weavers waste time by tying-in first, and then correcting the tension of the warp, which means re-tying the strands of warp. This may go on for quite a long time. There are two methods which give an even tension without re-tying. One consists on lacing the warp to the apron with a continuous cord which slides through the strands of warp, and it is rather well known. The other has two stages: first the warp is tied to the rod in the apron with only half of a knot (half-knot), then the tension increased by turning the cloth beam until all knots will start slipping. In the second stage the tension is released and the second half of the knot made.

Weaving Equipment. We have already discussed looms at a certain length (The Best Loom, *W.W.5*) and we have said a few words about shuttles (W.W.9). But the question of selecting a good loom for a particular purpose is not limited to the type of the loom. The type may be all that is required, but still the loom may be of a very poor quality. Loom of a definite type may be still too high, or too low, too heavy or too light, too weak, too slow, or too difficult in operation. It would be a good lesson for allloom constructors if the customers insisted on a demonstration, before buying a loom. For instance it is a fact that a four frame loom should give on a narrow warp a speed of 60 picks per minute, and this speed should be maintained for a few hours without too much strain on the weaver, should not result in broken ends, or scobs.

Many sincere weavers live under the delusion that they are poor craftsmen, because they cannot achieve not only any considerable speed in weaving but not even a good rhythm of movements. In most cases it is the loom which is responsible, and not the weaver.

 Granted that nearly all (but not all) looms on the market are good enough to make samples at a very low speed, but there are very few which are of any use whatsoever for production. By production we
do not mean the 18th century industrial weaving when the requirements were really high, and a loom built for wool would be never used for linen and vice versa, but just plain weaving which may go for hours at a speed from 40 to 50 picks per minute.

Then the first condition of acquiring higher skill in weaving is to find a loom which would work. One of the reasons why there are so many poorly designed looms on the market is that too many weavers have completely false ideas about the possibilities of a loom. They would like to have a good loom, but since they have a small apartment they would like it to become invisible when not in use, and at the same time it should be light and small enough to be taken in a car. Why, there was a constructor in Montreal, who produced a loom to be used in a crowded street-car.

What would we think about a driver who would agree to pay for a car on the condition that he could keep it under his bed, but otherwise would expect it to perform like all other cars? We take it for granted that a car requires storage space, even heated space at that. Why not a loom then?

A good loom cannot be either light or small. It could be light if made of metal but then it would have to be bolted to the floor. We must decide that if we like weaving, we have to find space for it. And if we want to take a loom in the car, it must be a special one good only for making samples and experimenting.

Too many looms on the market are an unhappy compromise between the different requirements. Thus they are too heavy to be taken with you on holidays, but too light for any serious weaving, too small for comfort, but too large for the size of the apartment anyhow.

Now, if we are ready to get a real loom, what to look for?
First of all it must be strong, then not folding or collapsible type. Not a table loom good only for samples, or occupational therapy. It must be heavy not only because of the strength, but because its weight must resist the shock of beating - otherwise it will travel all over the apartment. It must be large, so that we can sit comfortably with enough space for the legs. The knees should not touch the cloth beam, but at the same time, but at the same time we should be able to reach the batten without bending the whole body. The treadles should be wide enough to press only one at a time without touching the other ones. Then there should be a sufficient number of them, at least two more than the number of frames. So called direct tie-up (number of frames equal to the number of treadles) can be tolerated only in looms used for demonstration and experiments. The shedding motion (movement of the frames) should be easy and light, but still all sheds should open fully regardless of the tie-up and warp used. Particularly the lower part of the shed should be completely smooth, otherwise there is no hope for fast weaving.

The frames go with the loom, so we can only hope for the best. They should be easily lowered down for beaming, or entirely removable without untwisting any cords. If there is any upper tie-up (jacks, rollers, pulleys, horses) it must be adjustable, and so of course must be the lower tie-up (between the lamms and the treadles).

The heddles are largely a matter of taste. Probably the best are good quality wire heddles, the flat-steel ones sometimes cut the yarn, particularly with close sets of the warp. Cord heddles are very good, and if one works with yarns of extreme count (one way or the other) they are the only ones.

The batten should be adjustable in all directions, and what is more - its weight should be adjustable, or we should have two or three
battens for each loom. This revolutionary idea was a common knowledge in the 16th century. The weight of the batten should be directly proportional to the width of the warp, otherwise we cannot produce the same fabric in different widths.

We already have said all there is to be said about the shuttles (9). We can add that there are very few on the market which are any good. Incidentally what we did not say about shuttle-races is that they should be of the same length as the width of the warp. Otherwise the shuttle cannot be properly thrown, or caught. This implies a set of shuttle-races easily exchanged. Otherwise the shuttle race may be used only in connection with flying shuttle.

We spoke about bobbins and quills when discussing selvages (6), and shuttles (9). There is little to be said about other accessories such as bobbin winders, templet, doubling stands, and special attachments.

Weaving. By weaving we understand the action of throwing and catching the shuttle, beasting, and changing the shed. This is in other words the "rhythm of weaving". These operations are the most difficult to describe since they happen in a fraction of a second, and still the order in which they happen is of the utmost importance.

We shall first describe these operations, and discuss their coordination later on.

Throwing the shuttle. The shuttle is held between the thumb from above and the middle finger from below, the index slightly touching the point. The ring finger may help the middle one, particularly with heavy shuttles. The little finger holds the waft when a new bobbin is started, or when making fringe. In the moment of throwing, which is done with the whole hand, the index is the last to leave the shuttle and gives it the proper direction. The shuttle should not be sent into the shed by a short, jerky motion, but by a swing of the hand starting about 12 inches from the shed.

Catching the shuttle. When catching, only the thumb and the middle finger are working. The index must find its proper position before the next shot. The shuttle should not be stopped when it emerges from the shed but is carried away from it with a decreasing speed. One should not exaggerate and pull the shuttle too far away, just enough to keep out of the way of the coming batten, so that at the end of its travel the shuttle is in the right position for the way back.

Beasting. Try to beat fast, but not hard. There is a difference. Grasp the center (!) of the batten lightly and pull it forward as fast as possible. Let the weight of the batten do the work. Do not press it to the cloth - it is a completely useless effort. One stroke of the batten at the proper time is quite sufficient. If more than one are necessary it means that the batten is too light, and that it should be changed or weighted.

The batten returns to its original position immediately after touching the cloth. It has then the natural tendency to return on the rebound, and hardly any effort is necessary to push it away.

Changing the shed. The movement of the frames up and down should be fluid and not jerky. The tie-up should be made so that the treadles touch the floor, when the shed is fully open. This protects the warp against unnecessary strain and friction. Incidentally it protects the weaver too from overexertion. If the construction of the loom prevents the treadles to go down all the way to the floor, a piece of wood should be placed under the treadles. The best way of changing
the shed is to slide the feet on the treadles - it requires the least effort. Thus when the right foot moves forward, the left slides backwards at the same time. The shed must be fully opened only in the moment of throwing the shuttle, so there is plenty of time to change it gently.

Coordination. The normal order of weaving is as follows: the shed is fully opened, the shuttle thrown, e.g. from the right end caught by the left hand. Right after this the right hand is on the batten and starts pulling it forwards, when one foot slides backwards and the other forwards on the next treadle to be used, thus closing the shed. The shed is closed in the moment when the batten touches the cloth. The batten returns and the feet continue to move until the shed is opened again. Now the left hand throws the shuttle and the right one catches it. The left hand after throwing goes on the batten and starts moving it forwards. The shed is changed again in the moment of beating and the cycle starts all over again.

This order may be slightly changed in special circumstances (compare Salvesen 2: 12) i.e. that the beating may come a fraction of a second before or after the shed is changed. It is completely different only in such weaves as basket, some variations of twill, and certain bound weaves (shed changed much before beating).

The weaving should not go on for more than about two inches. Then the warp is moved forward, and the weaving resumed. It may seem that moving the warp so often is a waste of time, but it is essential for the quality of weaving to work more or less at the same distance from the harness. Besides this, it is difficult to maintain good rhythm when the length of strokes of the batten changes by several inches.

From the point of view of efficiency as well as of quality of weaving, it is advisable to weave without stopping for a few hours. It takes about one half of an hour to reach the top speed, and to fall into rhythm. Then it can be maintained easily for quite a long time. Interruptions slow down the work.

Long as this article is, we realise that we did not go into all the details connected with the problem of efficient weaving, but at least we have discussed the most important points.
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